
 

> Reading everyday 

 

> Practise your handwriting 

 

> Practise spellings 

 

> Practise using different types of sentences from Alan Peat: list, 2 pairs, 

similes, metaphors, BOYS, and many questions. 

 

> Write a diary of your daily activities remembering to use the past tense. 

 

> Edit you writing checking for exciting vocabulary, correct punctuation, 

and a variety of sentence openers.  

 

> Write the next chapter of The Iron Man, include an exciting event and 

speech between characters. 

 

> Create a story board about chapter 1 of the Iron Man including all the 

main events in the correct order. 

 

> Create a missing poster for the Iron Man, include some persuasive 

language, a description with lots of wow words, a picture. Are there any 

other features you could include? 

 

>Debate the pros and cons of recycling 

 

>Welsh – Practising asking and answering the question pwy sy’n yn yr teulu? 

orally and in writing. 

 

 

 
 

> Log in regularly to TT Rockstars to keep practising your times tables. 

 

> Use Hit the Button to practise your number bonds 

 

> Use Hit the Button to practise doubling and halving numbers. 
Hit the Button - Quick fire maths practice for 5-11 year olds (topmarks.co.uk) 

> Continue to practise adding and subtracting 2- and 3-digit numbers using 

the number line jumping method 

 

> Look at a TV guide and find your favourite TV programmes.  Note down 

the start and finish times of each and calculate how long they are in 

minutes. 

 

> Practise creating and reading tally charts and bar charts 
Bar Charts - Mathsframe 

 

> Practise dividing over a number line 

 

> Use compass directions (4 or 8 points) to map a route around your home 

or garden. 

 

>Be maths detectives and find an ‘unknown’ in one step equations and use 

the inverse operation to find out other facts, e.g. 37 + __ = 100 therefore 

100 – 37 = 

 

>Practise word problems for addition, subtraction, division, doubling and 

halving 
 

>Practise writing a range of number using digits and words i.e., 7 and 

seven, 25 and twenty-five, 163 and one hundred and sixty-three. Here is a 

fun game to practise 
Number Words - Early Math- Fruit Splat Game - Math Game 

(sheppardsoftware.com) 
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https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/51/bar_charts
https://www.sheppardsoftware.com/math/early-math/number-words-fruit-splat-game/
https://www.sheppardsoftware.com/math/early-math/number-words-fruit-splat-game/


 

Life Skills/ Authentic Learning: 

> Help your parents with the laundry, learn how to separate washing and look at the care instructions and symbols on clothing 

labels. 

> Practise your typing skills - start by typing the alphabet each day to help you remember the placement of the letters of the 

keyboard. 

> We are in the winter season now, what do you notice about the trees and plants? Why do you think this is? 

 

Art:  

Create a collage, sketch or model 

of the Iron man. 
 

Dance:  

Can you research your favourite 

style of dance?  

Who was a trailblazer in that 

style of dance?  

Create your own interpretation 

of that dance style. 
 

 

Music 

Research a Welsh musician such 

as Tom Jones, Katherine Jenkins 

or Cerys Matthews and create a 

fact file about them. 

 

 

 

PE and Exercise: 

Create a circuit of exercises, this 

could include star jumps, short 

burst running, hula hooping, ball 

catching or kicking and so 

on.  Repeat your circuit each day, 

what do you notice? 

 

Mindfulness activities 

Visit Cosmic Kids Yoga on YouTube 

and join in with some of the 

actions 
Cosmic Kids Yoga - YouTube  

 

 

 

 

Geography 

Pick 5 Trailblazers that we have 

encountered this far and see if 

you can locate their home 

country on a world map. 

 

History 

Choose at least 6 Trailblazers 

and look carefully at the years in 

which they were born. 

Can you order the years earliest 

to most modern? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Science: 

Using a range of materials such 

as straws, elastic bands, 

carboard boxes, make a musical 

instrument (pipes, guitar etc) 

that can produce high, low and 

medium pitches.  How do you 

create these different pitches? 

What have you found out? 

Find some interesting ideas here  
20+ Instruments from junk ideas | 
homemade instruments, diy 
instruments, homemade musical 
instruments (pinterest.co.uk) 

 

 Digital & Technology:  

 Research the history of Robots 

toys and create a timeline with 

at least 5 dates and pictures if 

robot toys throughout history. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pleaspt/instruments-from-junk/
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pleaspt/instruments-from-junk/
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pleaspt/instruments-from-junk/
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pleaspt/instruments-from-junk/

